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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

           Diamond & Nugget #64Rapture & Sec 

 
 

Are you sensing that we are about to take off?  Years ago when I traveled extensively 
by air I would watch the second hand on my watch as the captain initiated his takeoff 
role.  10-12 seconds to lift off is standard.  For most of you watching for the Rapture, we 
are mere weeks away.  Excitement builds as we all deal with the issues of the unknown 
each in our own way.  Satan’s minions are stepping up their game plan and a senile 
criminal by the name of Joe Biden is threatening the public with his rant about sending 
people knocking on doors in an attempt to get you to commit suicide.   I have always felt 
believers would face a series of unparalleled threats and pressure with each day 
approaching our Departure.   
 
After all, the “Blessed Hope” might not be such a spectacular event if it did not come 
with “white knuckles” of anxiety and trepidation.  Were it not for the Bible and its 
references to previous Rapture events, many would be total skeptics and what kind of 
hope would that be?   

https://dailyverses.net/2021/7/11/kjv
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All too many Christian believers today do not believe in the Rapture.  Just how many 
Rapture events do we find in the Bible?  Is it “Seven” or a different number?  Most Bible 
teachers and students will say “Seven” since it is the number for fullness and 
completion in the Bible.  Surprisingly so, there is little agreement on this issue. In my 
recent review, I was surprised by the difference of opinion that exists on this number. 
While most seem to agree on the concept or doctrine of the Rapture, there is division on 
the number of Raptures in the Bible.   
 
Gary Stearman of “Prophecy Watchers” says there are “7” Raptures in the Bible:  1. 
Enoch, 2. Moses, 3. Elijah, 4. Jesus, 5. Old Testament Saints, 6. The Church, and 7. 
The Two Witnesses.  
 
Douglas Hamp says there are “6” Raptures in the Bible:  1. Enoch, 2. Elijah, 3. Jesus, 
4. Philip, 5. Believers in Christ, and 6.The Two Witnesses. 
 
Dr. Timothy Ice, Director of the “Pre-Tribulation Research Center” says there are “7” 
Raptures in the Bible: 1. Enoch, 2. Elijah, 3. Isaiah, 4. Philip, 5. Paul, 6. Jesus, and 7. 
The Church.  
 
Pastor J.D. Farag says there are “7” Raptures in the Bible:  1. Enoch: born and 
raptured on Pentecost, 2. Moses, 3. Elijah, 4. Jesus, 5. Christians, 6. The 2 witnesses, 
and 7. The 144,000.   
 
The majority of Bible Prophecy teachers cluster in that they identify “7” Raptures in the 
Bible.  They may not all agree on which specific ones. “7” was largely the view for more 
than three decades; however, in recent years as few as “2” and as now many as “10” 
Raptures in the Bible have been identified.  Since Biblical Numerics is a credible topic of 
study in the Bible, I came across a source that stated “9” Raptures in the Bible which 
for valid reasons may be closer to God’s actions.    
 
In Biblical Numerics, “9” is the number of Divine Completion, Finality, and Judgment. 
Biblically speaking, there are “9” generations from Adam to Noah -(cf. Genesis 5). 
Since the Flood judgment happened in Noah’s time, then the “9” generations from 
Adam to Noah indicate a cycle of finality. Similarly, there are “9” generations from 
Shem (Noah’s son) to Abraham -(cf. Genesis 11:10-32). In the Word of God, there are 
“9” recorded special widows, “9” recorded stoning’s (stoning was standard Biblical 
method of judicial execution), “9” recorded people afflicted with blindness, and 9 
recorded people afflicted with leprosy. In Haggai 1:11, there are “9” recorded drought 
judgments on: the land, hills, grain, new wine, oil, what the ground brings forth, men and 
cattle, and all their labors. In Matthew 5:3-11, there are “9” beatitudes. The Lord died on 
the Cross at the 9th hour, which is 3:00 in the afternoon -(cf. Matthew 27:46-50).  
 
In Galatians 5:22-23, there are “9” manifestations of the Fruit of the Holy Spirit: love, 
joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness (humility), and self-
control (self-discipline). Lastly, in 1st Corinthians 12:8-10 there are “9” gifts of the Holy 

http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Ge5
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Ge11.10-32
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Hag1.11
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Mt5.3-11
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Mt27.46-50
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Ga5.22-23
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/1Co12.8-10
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Spirit:  the word of wisdom, the word of knowledge, faith, healing, miracles, prophecy, 
discerning of spirits, tongues, and interpretation of tongues.  
 
Based on the above information about the Biblical number “9”, it is important to note 
here that major Biblical events and chief Biblical prophecies often have patterns that 
repeat themselves again and again until the original pattern ultimately is divinely fulfilled 
or divinely completed. Once again, the number “9” in Biblical Numerics symbolizes 
Divine Completion, Finality, and Judgment. This truth is why, no doubt, there also 
are “9” recorded Translations/Raptures that are in the Word of God, some of which 
have yet to take place. These “9” exclude Ezekiel, because he was not bodily 
transported from one place to another, but rather he was carried within the visions God 
gave to him, like when he still sat among Judah’s elders -(cf. Ezekiel 8:1-3). 
  
The “9” recorded Biblical Translations/Raptures are as follows: 
  
1. Enoch (Pre-Flood Translation/Rapture) 
“Hanokh walked with God, and then he wasn’t there, because God took him.” ~ 
Genesis 5:24, CJB; Hanokh is Enoch. 
By trusting, Hanokh was taken away from this life without seeing death — “He was not 
to be found, because God took him away” — for he has been attested as having 
been, prior to being taken away, well pleasing to God. ~ Hebrews 11:5, CJB; Hanokh is 
Enoch.  [Complete Jewish Bible (CJB) The Complete Jewish Bible (sometimes referred 
to as the CJB) is a translation of the Bible into English by Dr. David H. Stern. It consists 
of both Stern's revised translation of the Old Testament (Tanakh) plus his original 
Jewish New Testament (B'rit Hadashah) translation in one volume.]  
  
2. Elijah (Translation/Rapture) 
“Suddenly, as they were walking on and talking, there appeared a fiery chariot 
with horses of fire; and as it separated the two of them from each other, Eliyahu 
went up into heaven in a whirlwind.” ~ 2nd Kings 2:11, CJB; Eliyahu is Elijah. 
  
3. Jesus (Pre-Outpouring of Holy Spirit Rapture/Ascension) 
“But you will receive power when the Ruach HaKodesh comes upon you; you will 
be my witnesses both in Yerushalayim and in all Y’hudah and Shomron, indeed to 
the ends of the earth!”  After saying this, he was taken up before their eyes; and a 
cloud hid Him from their sight. ~ Acts 1:8-9, CJB; epairo is the Greek word for “was 
taken up,” which is the passive voice, and passive voice means Someone other than 
Christ Himself is causing the Ascension—Someone else is doing the lifting/raising/ 
pulling, which in this case the Someone else is Father God’s Spirit. 
 
“She gave birth to a son, a male child, the one who will rule all the nations with a 
staff of iron. But her child was snatched up to God and his throne;” ~ Revelation 
12:5, CJB; harpazo is the Greek word for “snatched up,” which indicates the Lord 
suddenly and supernaturally is “taken up” or  “taken up” or “carried up” to Heaven. 
  

http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Eze8.1-3
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4. Philip (Translation/Rapture) 
“When they came up out of the water, the Spirit of the Lord snatched Philip away. 
The eunuch saw no more of him, because he continued on his way — full of 
joy. But Philip showed up at Ashdod and continued proclaiming the Good News 
as he went through all the towns until he came to Caesarea.” ~ Acts 8:39-40, CJB; 
  
5. Paul (Translation/Rapture) 
“I know a man in union with the Messiah who fourteen years ago was snatched 
up to the third heaven; whether he was in the body or outside the body I don’t 
know, God knows. And I know that such a man — whether in the body or apart 
from the body I don’t know, God knows — was snatched into Gan-‘Eden and 
heard things that cannot be put into words, things unlawful for a human being to 
utter.” ~ 2nd  Corinthians 12:2-4, CJB; reference here is to apostle Paul’s Rapture 
event.  
  
6. John (Translation/Rapture) 
“After these things, I looked; and there before me was a door standing open in 
heaven; and the voice like a trumpet which I had heard speaking with me before 
said, ‘Come up here, and I will show you what must happen after these things.’ 
Instantly I was in the Spirit, and there before me in heaven stood a throne, and on 
the throne Someone was sitting.” ~ Revelation 4:1-2, CJB. 
  
7. Body/Bride of Christ (alive believers) (Pre-Tribulation Rapture) 
“Then we who are left still alive will be caught up with them in the clouds to meet 
the Lord in the air; and thus we will always be with the Lord.” ~ 1st Thessalonians 
4:17, CJB. 
  
8. Two witnesses of Revelation 11 (Mid-Tribulation Rapture) 
“Also I will give power to my two witnesses; and they will prophesy for 1,260 
days, dressed in sackcloth.’ …When they finish their witnessing, the beast 
coming up out of the Abyss will fight against them, overcome them and kill 
them; and their dead bodies will lie in the main street of the great city whose 
name, to reflect its spiritual condition, is ‘Sodom’ and ‘Egypt’ — the city where 
their Lord was executed on a stake …But after the three-and-a-half days a breath 
of life from God entered them, they stood up on their feet, and great fear fell on 
those who saw them. Then the two heard a loud voice from heaven saying to 
them, ‘Come up here!’ And they went up into heaven in a cloud, while their 
enemies watched them.” ~ Revelation 11:3, Revelation 11:7-8, and Revelation 11:11-
12, CJB; also see Zechariah 4:12-14. 
  
9. 144,000 of Revelation 14 (Pre-Wrath Rapture) 
“Then I looked, and there was the Lamb standing on Mount Tziyon; and with him 
were 144,000 who had his name and his Father’s name written on their foreheads. 
…They were singing a new song before the throne and before the four living 
beings and the elders, and no one could learn the song except the 144,000 who 

http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Zec4.12-14
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have been ransomed from the world. These are the ones who have not defiled 
themselves with women, for they are virgins; they follow the Lamb wherever he 
goes; they have been ransomed from among humanity as firstfruits for God and 
the Lamb; on their lips no lie was found — they are without defect.” ~ Revelation 
14:1, Revelation 14:3-5, CJB; see also Revelation 7:1-8. 
  
There can be no denying that the Word of God describes different Raptures, meaning 
different times when someone supernaturally is suddenly and forcibly removed or 
raptured or translated off the Earth and taken to Heaven.  
 
Furthermore, even though many believe-in-Christ people argue that the Old 
Testament’s Translations/Raptures weren’t “types” of the New Testament’s Raptures, 
because only ONE person is translated or raptured at a time, Enoch and Elijah’s 
Translations/Raptures are indeed “types” that definitely point to the Bride of Christ’s 
Rapture. Here’s why. Although the Bride of Christ is made up of many members, as a 
whole She is just ONE Bride or ONE Body. Therefore, what God has done before, 
translating or rapturing one person at different times, He definitely is going to do it 
again! 
 
In the Old Testament, a supernaturally removed off of the Earth and no longer seen 
anymore person is someone who has been translated, which again is what happened to 
Enoch and Elijah. The Old Testament’s Hebrew words used to describe Enoch and 
Elijah’s translations (removals, transfers, disappearances) are laqach (to take, to get, to 
lay hold of, to seize, to snatch, to take away) and alah (to go up, to ascend, to depart, to 
come before God, taken away, taken up). 
  
Now, how believers know that both Enoch and Elijah were translated is because the 
Hebrew word laqach, which is used to describe what happened to Enoch, also is used 
in 2nd Kings 2:3 and 5 to describe Elijah’s prophesied supernatural yet literal bodily 
removal from Earth, which is exactly what happened to him. Then too, the writer of 
Hebrews 11:5 says that a “translation,” or the literal bodily removal of a person who is 
taken supernaturally from Earth and placed in Heaven, is exactly what happened to 
Enoch. For sure, the Greek word in Hebrews 11:5 that is rendered in the KJV English as 
“translation” is Metathesis (transfer, as from one place to another), and the Greek word 
for the KJV “translated” or the CJB “took…away” and “taken away” is Metatithemi (to 
transpose, to transfer, to change, to go or pass over). Bottom line then is that God’s 
“taking” of Enoch, who wasn’t seen anymore, and making Elijah “go up” to Heaven by a 
whirlwind both are equivalent to what the Greek New Testament word harpazo means. 
   
Furthermore, there can be no denying that both Enoch and Elijah fulfill the ‘two 
witnesses’ principle, in this sense: Enoch is the first “type” who points to the Bride of 
Christ’s Rapture, and God supports Enoch’s witness with the second “type”—Elijah. In 
essence, both Enoch and Elijah give witness to the biblical Divine Truth that with God it 
is absolutely possible for alive men and women to be taken into Heaven! Put differently, 

http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Re7.1-8
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/2Ki2.3
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/2Ki2.5
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Heb11.5
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Heb11.5
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God always provides corroborating evidence in His Word, which proves whether 
someone is indeed promoting a falsehood about what is or is not in His Word.  
 
Proof positive, Jesus the Christ Himself uses the ‘two witnesses’ principle, for example, 
when He instructs His disciples on how to settle disputes among believing brothers and 
sisters. The Lord tells His disciples that when dealing with an unrepentant sinning fellow 
believer it might be necessary to confront him with two or more witnesses “…so that 
every accusation can be supported by the testimony of two or three witnesses” -
(Matthew 18:16, CJB). Another example of the ‘two witnesses’ principle is when John 
the Baptist sends two of his disciples to Jesus to ask Him if He is the prophesied 
Messiah. Jesus the Christ tells John the Baptist’s disciples, who had just watched the 
Lord perform miracles, to go “…tell Yochanan what you have been seeing and 
hearing: the blind are seeing again, the lame are walking, people with tzara‘at are 
being cleansed, the deaf are hearing, the dead are being raised, the Good News is 
being told to the poor”  -(Luke 7:22, CJB). 
 
The point here is that, as earlier stated, the Body of Christ/Bride of Christ as a whole 
equals just ONE Body/ONE Bride who will be raptured. Thus, what God has done 
before, He will do again. The same ONE person at a time supernatural yet literal bodily 
removals of Enoch and Elijah, and the same ONE person at a time supernatural yet 
literal bodily removals of Jesus the Christ, Philip, Paul, and John will be the same 
supernatural yet literal bodily removal of the ONE Body of Christ/ONE Bride of Christ, 
and this removal will happen before the Tribulation Period begins!  
 
For the record, even the Lord and His first-century apostles teach in the Word of God 
that disciples (followers or believers) of Christ Jesus are supposed to be ONE, just like 
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are ONE! That is to say, every one of Christ 
Jesus’ disciples (followers or believers) to this date either has been made ONE or is in 
the process of being made ONE, which is what the Lord prays to God they would 
become. Jesus the Christ asks the Father to make all of the Lord’s disciples /followers/ 
believers ONE -(cf. John 17:20-21). Thus, by the power and mighty workings of Father 
God’s Holy Spirit who baptizes EVERY new proselyte into the Body of Christ -(cf. 1st  
Corinthians 12:13), Father God will have made every Bride of Christ member ONE 
whole Bride or ONE whole Body by the time the Lord comes on a cloud to RAPTURE 
Her! 
 
For this last reason, even though the last 2 of the 9 mentioned Raptures happen at 
different times during the Tribulation Period, the separate Raptures of the two 
resurrected witnesses and the 144,000 Jewish evangelists who are sealed on their 
foreheads with the mark of God -(see Revelation 11:2-5; Revelation 7:2-8 and 
Revelation 14:1-5) also only equal two separate but equal ONE-Body Raptures, 
because they are the Tribulation Period’s Elect. 
 
As it has been established, there really is no Biblical evidence that can support anyone 
who denies that the Holy Bible is replete with Raptures. Undeniably, is the fact that 

http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Mt18.16
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Jn17.20-21
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/1Co12.13
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/1Co12.13
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Re11.2-5
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Re7.2-8
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Re14.1-5
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where the six above mentioned already have taken place Raptures are concerned, six 
are described as literal and bodily, three are described as visible, and five either directly 
or indirectly are described as instant! Of the six already happened Translations/ 
Raptures, there is no one who is identified as an onlooker at Enoch, Paul, and John’s, 
but based on all of the information provided for Elijah, Jesus Christ, and Philip’s it would 
stand to reason that there probably were onlookers at least for Enoch’s Translation/ 
Rapture. Moreover, of the six already happened Translations/Raptures, only Enoch’s 
isn’t described directly or indirectly as happening suddenly. Once again, based on all of 
the information provided for the other five already happened Translations/Raptures, it 
would stand to reason that his Translation/Rapture happened without warning, as well. 
Be that as it may; what is obviously clear in the Scriptures about the six above 
mentioned already has happened Translations/Raptures is that Enoch’s was a literal 
bodily (physical) removal of a righteous man; Elijah’s was a sudden literal bodily 
(physical) removal of a righteous man that Elisha witnessed; Christ Jesus’ was a 
sudden literal bodily (physical) removal of a righteous man that His original disciples 
witnessed; Philip’s was a sudden literal bodily (physical) removal of a righteous man 
that the newly saved Ethiopian eunuch witnessed; Paul’s was a sudden literal bodily 
(physical) removal of a righteous man; and apostle John’s was a sudden literal bodily 
(physical) removal of a righteous man. Furthermore, right before the apostle John’s 
Rapture took place, he heard a voice from Heaven, and this voice seemed to sound like 
a trumpet to him! 
 
The main thing is this: Where all Biblical Raptures are concerned, whether they already 
have happened or will happen in the future, the first two of the following three elements 
absolutely are necessary in order for any Rapture to occur, and the third element is 
necessary to prove the similarities between the first entire world judgment (the Flood) 
and the prophesied second entire world judgment (the Tribulation Period). For an event 
to be a Rapture, there must be: 
 
1. A literal bodily removal (an act of the Holy Spirit) 
2. A sudden disappearance of a faithfully righteous/saved person 
3. An impending godly judgment/wrath 
 
Of the total nine above mentioned Translations/Raptures, where Elijah, Christ Jesus, 
Philip, Paul, and John’s Raptures are concerned, there was NO impending godly 
judgment/wrath. Therefore, Enoch’s Translation/Rapture is the one that provides a 
strong, solid precedent for every future Rapture event. Without doubt, Enoch’s 
Translation/Rapture proves that since God in the past has removed off of the Earth 
Enoch, a faithfully righteous individual, long before the Flood’s devastation happened, 
and since God even kept the faithfully righteous Noah (Enoch’s great grandson) safe in 
the Ark during the Flood so that he and his family could not be harmed, it stands to 
reason that if God did it before, He will do it again.  Enoch’s Translation/Rapture is the 
pattern that God will follow to Rapture the Bride of Christ, which is ONE Body. To a 
certain degree, Enoch’s Translation/Rapture also is the pattern that God will use for the 
Raptures of Revelation’s two witnesses AND the 144,000. 
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That the Word of God has Rapture events in it means that no human is responsible for 
inventing a Rapture lie!  Moreover, because Rapture events are in the Word of God, the 
majority of those believers who maintain that the Rapture of the Bride of Christ is a lie 
don’t really have any Biblical way of disproving what the Word of God Itself proclaims 
about this or any Rapture. These indisputable truths mean that if the Rapture scoffers 
only are believing what they “like” in the Word of God, then that means they are not 
believing in an unadulterated Word but rather they are believing in themselves—mainly 
their own intelligence, wisdom, understanding, and knowledge! 
 
At this point, the Coronavirus Vaccine should be seen for the tool it is. A global 
governance Eugenics weapon foisted upon the masses by UN social engineers.  They 
are determined to test the limits of their own power as their tentacles penetrate the 
federal, state, and local governments of the United States. 
 
The BIden Administration will do what it is he is told to do. As President Obama’s 
irreplaceable Press Secretary Jen Psaki has become the face of a Biden Administration 
that slumbers in the southwest corner of the White House only to awaken for trips to the 
ice cream parlor. Obviously the Eugenics overlords weren’t pleased that bumbling Joe 
hadn’t reached his July 4th goal of 70 percent vaccinated.  Rep. Lauren Boebert (R-Col) 
tweeted on Thursday, “Biden has deployed his Needle Nazis to Mesa County. She said 
“the people of my district are more than smart enough to make their own decisions 
about the experimental vaccine and don’t need coercion by federal agents. Did I wake 
up in Communist China?” 
 
Jen Psaki’s downplaying of her own description of a vaccine strike force going door to 
door will be her final undoing, As the effort ramps up she will have to contend with the 
arrogance of Dr. Fauci. And this includes Draconian Incompetence of United States 
secretary of health and human services Xavier Becerra. 
 
Becerra’s 24 years of overseeing the Los Angeles Democratic petri dish of Skid Row 
and then failing upwards as California’s Attorney General ensures that he will be a 
totalitarian Health and Human services Secretary that will ignore fundamental 
Constitutional rights all in the name of the progressive agenda that is merely global 
governance in disguise. 
 
It is blatantly obvious! The power-mad are recklessly running with the totalitarian 
opportunity to please their globalist masters, no matter what it takes.  May I suggest you 
remember when they ask you, “Have you been vaxxed?”  You need to know what you 
will plan to say to send them on down the road.  My reply will be: “No thank you, my 
physician does not recommend I take the government free vaccines, He has already 
provided me immunity from all sickness.”  Should they ask who my physician is, “I will 
state the name of Jesus Christ, Lord of lords, and King of kings!” 
 
There is no doubt that that we are looking at a genocidal mass murder of humanity. 
Over 9,000 dead in the U.S. should have stopped the vaxx program months ago.  You 
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may not believe that or recognize what is occurring, but what you believe has no 
reference link to reality.  The “Seven-year” Tribulation is but a few months away and I 
suggest that you have not been paying the slightest attention to the global events 
unfolding before your very eyes.  If you are not a 100% sold-out believer in the Lord 
Jesus Christ as Lord of Lords and King of Kings, your time, like the grains of sand in the 
hour glass is running out for you.  Repent now and ask for God’s forgiveness as God 
has no desire to send you to hell, He leaves that decision to you alone!  The eugenics  
vaccine king Bill Gates has provided us a picture of what it will be like as a less than 
human cyborg with his QuantumDot/Hydrogel ID2020 “Mark” of the Beast. 
 
One day while driving down the highway a man was experiencing chest pains. He 
pulled over to the first doctor he could find. When he went in to see the doctor, he said, 
“Doctor, I hear these loud gurgling noises and I have sharp pains in my chest.” The man 
asked the doctor, “Doctor, will you take a look at my chest?” The doctor looked at his 
chest and said, “You are right, I hear a strange sound coming from your chest.” The 
man asked the doctor again, “Doctor, would you like for me to take a deep breath?” The 
doctor replied, “Yes, take a deep breath.” The man asked, “Would you like for me to 
breathe in and out?” The doctor replied, “Oh, that is a good idea. Breathe in and out.” 
The man asked the doctor, “Would you like me to take off my shirt so that you can do a 
full examination?” The doctor replied, “No, that won’t be necessary, just open your 
mouth and I will numb the pain.” “My mouth!” the man said while rubbing the sweat from 
his brow. The doctor replied, “Sir, I can help you, but I am a dentist, not a cardiologist.” 
 

 
 
We are focused on Jesus Our Great Physician. We understand He alone heals not only 
our physical hurts but our emotional hurts as well. Sometimes when He does not heal 
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us, it may not be because of our lack of faith, it may be because He has a greater 
purpose in using the sickness to teach us more of ‘Who He is’ less importantly of, ‘What 
He can do.’  A lot of people condemn others when they pray to be healed of ailments 
and do not get healed. They will say, “Stand on His Word,” “Believe His Word,” “If you 
have faith He will heal you,” “I am praying for you, just believe.”  
 
The previous words are true except for one point since He is The Great Physician; He 
may have other plans in mind for the illness. Sometimes He chooses others’ prayers to 
heal us, for example; the friends who lowered their friend through the tent’s roof for 
Jesus to heal him. Jesus replied, “It was your friends’ faith that healed you.” 
Sometimes He chooses medicine to heal us, Paul told Timothy, “Take a little wine for 
your stomach ailment.” Sometimes He chooses to wait to heal us and He is ‘Grace’ to 
carry us through it. Remember, Jesus is not a formula, He is a PERSON! 
 
Jesus’ role as "physician" and healer is so pervasive in His biographies and so essential 
to Jesus’ mission that He cannot be understood apart from it. The crowds seemed 
instinctively to see Jesus as a "physician." It’s a title he clearly deserves. One has only 
to skim through the biographies of Jesus to note the remarkable attention He gave to 
healing. He was a physician, a healer whose time was consumed with encounters with 
people who were sick, blind, lame, deaf, leprous, paralyzed ... 
 
I have lived with this prayer below for the past eight years with excruciating pain from 
lower leg issues.  I have been ready to go home for quite some time now and am 
hanging in there to experience the event of a lifetime for a Christian.  
 
Prayer: Thank you for being My Great Physician and Healer of my body and soul! 
Remind me when I get anxious concerning the sicknesses or ailments that may affect 
my body. Please remind me, my body is OUR BODY because you live within me. I give 
my illnesses to you, no matter how long we have had them. You are using them for 
Your purpose and my good to teach me to trust you. Direct my paths through my pain 
no matter how long it takes. My greatest gift to you each day is TRUST. HERE IS MY 
GIFT OF THIS AILMENT TO YOU TODAY. I WILL TRUST YOU, LORD. AMEN 
 
What does our Lord want to heal in your life? Rejection, depression, PTSD, anxiety, 
fear, headaches, heartaches, loneliness, and every mental and physical illness that 
causes anguish? If only you will let Him.  Sometimes He graces us to walk with our 
affliction and other times, He chooses to heal us. It’s up to Him because He is THE 
GREAT PHYSICIAN. 
 
It is strange but have you ever noticed the followers who flock to the likes of such frauds 
as Benny Hinn, Kenneth Copeland, Tod Bentley, and many others.  Faith healing has 
deep cultural roots all over the world. The basic idea behind it is that the supernatural 
power of a divine being can cure health problems as well as or better than medical 
science. Faith healing is thousands of years old, comes in many forms and has even 
been studied by scientists.  Skeptics and investigative reporters have looked into the 
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claims of faith healers, and in many cases have found concrete evidence of blatant 
fraud. Perhaps the most infamous is Peter Popoff, who made millions of dollars in the 
1980s healing people and demonstrating his seemingly mystical knowledge of their 
names and ailments. Skeptic James Randi and a team of investigators used a radio 
scanner to intercept radio transmissions from Popoff's wife, revealing she was simply 
reading information from prayer cards people had filled out prior to the show, and Popoff 
was listening to her through an earpiece. Despite being exposed by Randi on "The 
Johnny Carson Show," Popoff continued to sell holy water and divine debt removal 
services on TV for years. 
 
Do not misunderstand what I am saying, I do believe in Divine healing, but not as the 
world has come to see in human form.  There is only one Who can heal and it was one 
of the definitive proofs of the Lord’s Supernatural Power and confirmation of His Deity. 
 

 
 
Scripture tells us at the Rapture, our bodies will be transformed in such a way to 
validate His Lordship!  Regarding the Rapture: How do we know we are close?'  Any 
way you cut this pie, everything will be better after what is about to come at us like 
Pharaoh’s race to the dried river bed of the Wadi Watir.  Wadi Watir what?  Allow me to 
share the story of how the First Gulf War led to the discovery of the Biblical Exodus 
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back in 1991.  It is not only the most fascinating account of the Israelite event we call 
the Exodus.  But it speaks to the might of our God in ways that dispel doubt and fear. 
 
It's 1:30 a.m., February 12, 1991. Twenty-five thousand feet below the A10 Warthog lies 
the Iraqi desert, chilled to a temperature of 25° F. The A10 rolls out from its lofty perch, 
silently dropping to an attack altitude of less than 250 feet off the desert floor. The pilot 
flicks on the infrared gunsite and arms the awesome 30mm Gatling gun. He mutters to 
himself, "Yep, there they are, lined up like a shopping mall parking lot." 
 
Six months prior to this encounter, Saddam Hussein parked 1,500 heavy tanks on the 
border between Iraq and Saudi Arabia. Hussein has crushed the tiny oil-producing 
country of Kuwait and now appears ready to invade the oil-producing giant with which it 
shares a common border. 
 
Alarmed by ominous signs of another invasion by the Iraqi strongman, the United States 
responds by deploying its elite 82nd Airborne Division to Saudi Arabia. Saddam 
Hussein continues to threaten the Allies with "the mother of all wars" as he steadfastly 
builds and reinforces his huge military machine along the Saudi border. 
 
By the middle of October it is discovered that Iraq has been burying these heavy tanks 
in the sand, leaving only the gun turrets sticking out. It is Saddam's intention to use 
these tanks, spread out along the Saudi border, as a line of artillery. By camouflaging 
the guns and turrets sticking above the ground, Iraq effectively made these units 
invisible from the air and any ground surveillance units. 
 
Just a few months prior in November,1990, America shifts its Keyhole-satellite into 
position over the Iraqi desert.  The 55-feet-long, 12-ton spy satellite takes pictures of the 
cold desert floor during the twilight hours. "Big Bird," as the ground crews call it, has 
infrared scanners capable of detecting a temperature difference of only 1/2 degree from 
its lofty perch of 155 miles. 
 
Originally designed to detect underground missile silos (a silo's temperature is slightly 
warmer than the surrounding earth), it was placed into position to take pictures of the 
buried tanks. The tanks would heat up during the hot daylight hours and continue to 
hold heat long after the rest of the desert cooled during the night. The buried tanks 
showed up on the satellite photo like neon signs. The exact location of each tank was 
then plotted on a target map and given to American and British pilots who systematically 
eliminated them. 
 
However, Big Bird photographed more than buried tanks. To everyone's amazement, a 
thin red line (heated areas show up as red on infrared photos) coming from the ancient 
site of Rameses in the Land of Goshen (Egypt), it ran eastward, skirting the East Side of 
the Red Sea. "So God led the people around the desert road toward the Red Sea" -
(Exodus 13:18). 
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The line went first to Succoth, lying just northeast of Rameses. It was Here the children 
of Israel, as they left Egypt, first stopped and collected the bones of Joseph -(Exodus 
13:19, 20). The line then extended onward to Etham, and then over the high plateau of 
the Sinai Peninsula, finally dropping down onto what is today called The Gulf of Aqaba, 
the easternmost finger of the Red Sea. 
 
One need only look at map of this area to realize that the children of Israel were now 
trapped. In front of them was the Red Sea; Coming from behind them to the northwest 
was Pharaoh's army. They had been led by God Himself into what appeared to be a 
trap. 
 
But, the thin red line emerged from the east side of the Red Sea and continued onward, 
eventually ending up in present day Saudi Arabia at the foot of a 3,465 foot mountain 
known as "Jabal al Lawz" (Mountain of God)-the real Mount Sinai! 
 
The satellite photo team stared incredulously at the photo! A red line, as if drawn by 
God's own finger, traced the exact route of the exodus. When the Gulf war finally ended, 
archeologists went back into the region to discover how it was possible for a 3,500-year-
old trail to exist well enough to show up on satellite photos. 
 
They found that a million plus people, with all their livestock, pulverized the desert sand 
into a fine, flour-like powder. During the desert nights, the humidity rises to levels of 
near 100%, thus wetting the powdery sand, making a concrete-like substance. Through 
the years, this highway was buried by shifting sands, protecting the trail from the 
elements. During the day it would heat up like the tanks, and being more dense than the 
surrounding sand, continue holding the heat longer into the cold nights!  A coincidence? 
Not even! 
 
Remember what God told Moses to say to Pharaoh 3,500 years ago, "But Indeed for 
this purpose I have raised you up, that I may show My power in you, and that My 
name may be declared in all the earth"  -(Exodus 9:16 NKJ).  
 

IRAQ  WAR SURPRISE 
What a shrewd man! During the first Gulf War, Saddam Hussein had 1,500 heavy tanks 
positioned on the border between Iraq and Saudi Arabia.  
 
But he buried them in the sand, leaving only the gun turrets sticking out. These were 
well camouflaged, effectively making them invisible from the air and any ground 
surveillance units. Bad luck! They got discovered. So America shifted its Keyhole 
satellite into position over the Iraqi desert.    
 
Then the 55-feet-long, 12 ton spy satellite took pictures of the cold desert floor during 
the twilight hours. And do you know, “Big Bird”, as it was called, had infrared scanners 
which, from 155 miles above the earth, could detect a temperature difference of only 
half a degree.   
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So now the satellite was placed in position to take pictures of the buried tanks. You see, 
the tanks would heat up during the hot daylight hours and continue to hold heat long 
after the rest of the desert cooled during the night.   
 
Well, the buried tanks showed up on the satellite photo like neon signs. The exact 
location of each tank was then plotted on a target map and given to allied pilots who 
systematically eliminated them.   
 

SATELLITE DISCOVERY THEN STARTLES SKEPTICS 
However, Big Bird photographed more than buried tanks. It made a discovery that blew 
skeptics out of the water. (We’ll come back to what this satellite found, in a few 
minutes.)   
 
Of course, you’ve heard the story of Moses who led the escape of the Hebrew slaves 
from Egypt, and the drowning of Pharaoh’s pursuing army in the Red Sea?    
 

 
 
If you didn’t know, that particular story is often attacked by critics. Before the Iraq war, 
while divers were searching for possible remains of this event, a professor laughed his 
head off. With a mile of letters after his name, this clever man assured us emphatically 
us that the Biblical Exodus, the chase across the Red Sea, and the drowning of 
Pharaoh's army “never happened.” 
   
Poor guy! He missed the greatest underwater discovery of the century.    
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Skeletal remains of horses, soldiers, chariot cabs and wheels, were found, all mixed 
together and scattered over the sea bed of the Gulf of Aqaba. Yes, here was a huge 
army of remains. Six-spoked wheels, 4-spoked wheels and 8-spoked wheels.   
 

SKEPTICS SAID: “WRONG LOCATION” 
But the location also ruffled some feathers. According to the Bible account, the Red Sea 
parted and the Hebrews escaped on a dry sea bed to the opposite coast, but when 
Pharaoh’s army pursued, the sea rolled back from both sides and drowned every last 
one of them.    
 
"But the Gulf of Aqaba" is not the Red Sea," shouted another skeptic. "So your find is in 
the wrong place."  How would you respond to that?   
 
Well, you may already know that the Red Sea separates Africa from Arabia, then splits 
into two fingers – the Gulf of Suez in Egypt, and the Gulf of Aqaba between Egypt and 
Saudi Arabia. Some have assumed that if the event occurred at all, it would have to be 
in the Gulf of Suez, closest to Egypt.   
 
However, that's not so! If you take the geographical details given in the Bible report 
literally, they will actually lead you not to the Gulf of Suez but to the Gulf of Aqaba – to a 
spot on the coast near Nuweiba. And this is the exact place these remains were found.   
 

EGYPT’S WAR CHARIOTS 
The Egyptians had war chariots in their army and these, together with all the Egyptian 
chariots, were used by the Egyptian army when they pursued the people of Israel.   
 
“And he made ready his chariot, and took his people with him: And he took six 
hundred chosen chariots, and all the chariots of Egypt, and captains over every 
one of them.” -(Exodus 14:6-7) The first century historian Flavius Josephus mentions 
the same number of chariots, as well as the fact that there were 50,000 horsemen and 
200,000 infantry soldiers.    
 
These war chariots were intended for quick battles and often had two soldiers: one who 
drove the chariot and one who fought from the chariot with bow, arrow and sword. 
These chariots were relatively light. The body work (or chariot basket) was made of 
wood and leather. The flooring was of wood, and the wheel axle was fastened to the 
underside of the floor. The wooden shaft leading to the horses (of which there were two) 
was also attached under the floor.   
 

DATING THE WHEELS 
However, could these wheels we found on the sea bed be from some event other than 
the Exodus?  All right then, what can we discover from the wheels? Do the wheels tell 
us anything about the date of the event which caused them to end up there?   
 
Would you believe, the number of spokes helps us arrive at a precise answer?   
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(a) The 4-spoked wheels were used from the early period of the 18th dynasty until the 
time of Thutmoses IV.    
 
(b) The 8-spoked wheels can be seen on the chariot bodies of Thutmoses IV’s war 
chariots, and are considered to be a short-lived experiment during a brief spell of his 
reign. This was the only time in Egyptian history that 8-spoked wheels were ever used.   
 
(c) After Thutmoses IV, only 6-spoke wheels were used. However, these were already 
used sometimes during the reign of Thutmoses IV.   
 
This establishes the date of the wheels discovered on the seabed (4-spoke, 6-spoke, 
and 8-spoke wheels) as within a limited period – a date during part of the 18th dynasty, 
most likely during the reign of Thutmoses IV – around 1450 BC   
 
Several different varieties of chariots and wheels were to be expected at the Exodus, 
since all the chariots in Egypt were mobilized. -(Exodus 14:7) According to Biblical 
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chronology (compared to known historical dates) the Exodus took place about 1446 BC. 
This agrees well with the wheel dating.   
 

STARTLING SATELLITE CONFIRMATION 
But I must tell you about the most amazing Gulf War satellite discovery. You see, Big 
Bird photographed more than buried tanks in Iraq. It made a discovery that blew 
skeptics out of the water.   
 
As we noted, critics have said for years that the Exodus never happened. And others 
claimed that it did, but that the exodus crossing took place in the Gulf of Suez.   
 

 
 
Now, get this! When the satellite photo team examined pictures from that satellite high 
in the sky above the Middle East… and turned their attention to Egypt…   
 
To everyone’s amazement, a thin red line (heated areas show up as red on infrared 
photos) was seen running eastward from the Nile Delta (the ancient land of Goshen 
referred to in the biblical book of Exodus). It ran eastward, skirting the east side of the 
Red Sea. The book of Exodus states that the escaping Hebrew slaves in Egypt travelled 
“around the desert road toward the Red Sea”. -(Exodus 13:8)   
 
Well, the satellite photo team examined this red line with interest. From the Nile Delta, 
they noticed that the line went first a little eastward to Succoth. According to the book of 
Exodus, it was at Succoth that the Israelite slaves, as they left Egypt, were marshalled 
into ranks for the journey ahead.   
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The satellite photo team stared incredulously at the photo. A red line, as if drawn by 
God’s own hand, traced the exact route of the Hebrew Exodus. The red line entered the 
sea at Nuweiba on the Gulf of Aqaba, and emerged again on the other side in Saudi 
Arabia. And get this - the sea area in between these two red lines is precisely where our 
teams discovered the Egyptian chariot and skeletal remains.   

 
The line then extended over the high plateau of the Sinai Peninsula, finally dropping 
down onto what is today called the Gulf of Aqaba, the easternmost finger of the Red 
Sea.   
 
Was this the route of the Exodus?    
 
If you look at a map of this area, it will appear that, if so, the Hebrews were led into a 
trap, with the sea in front and the rugged mountains behind them, through which the 
pursuing army of Pharaoh came after them. But the thin red line emerged from the east 
side of the red Sea and continued into the present day Saudi Arabia at the foot of the 
high peak known as Jebel el Lawz – the real Mount Sinai!   
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Above – aerial view of what should have been a two week trip became a forty-year 
detour wandering of the Israelite’s Exodus from Egypt to the Promised Land across the 
Jordan River. 

 
GROUND EXPLORATION OF THE RED LINE ROUTE 

When the Gulf War finally ended, archaeologists went back into the region to discover 
how it was possible for a 3,500 year old trail to exist well enough to show up on satellite 
photos. They found that 3 million people, with all their livestock, pulverized the desert 
sand into a fine, flour-like powder. During the desert nights, the humidity rises to levels 
near 100%, thus wetting the powdery sand, making a concrete-like substance. Through 
the years, the highway was buried by shifting sands, protecting the trail from the 
elements. During the day it would heat up like the Iraqi tanks, and being more dense 
than the surrounding sand, continue holding the heat longer into the cold nights!   
 
A coincidence?  Forget it!   
 
An interesting 3,500 year old prophecy in Exodus states: “But indeed for this purpose 
I have raised you up, that I may show my power in you, and that My Name may be 
declared in all the earth.”  -(Exodus 9:16)   
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This event was so spectacular – unlike any other in history – that it has been the subject 
of famous paintings and Hollywood epics, such as “The Ten Commandments”, starring 
Yul Brenner and Charlton Heston. This historical event of 3,500 years ago has, indeed, 
been declared in all the earth – just as the ancient prophecy said it would!    
 

 
 
Above aerial view of the true Exodus crossing of the Red Sea at Nuweiba Beach.  This 
is the site of Moses-led Exodus crossing of the Red Sea.   
 
From where we are today and our understanding of the Bible and history, there is much 
more ahead.  And this does not involve the end of the world. The Rapture, in reality, is 
followed by a seven-year Tribulation period – which is then followed by 1,000 years of 
'Peace on Earth,' with Jesus Christ ruling this world. 
 
So how close are we to this blessed Rapture event? Well, those of us who have been 
following Bible Prophecy find ourselves simply saturated in the sights, sounds, and 
smells of it. Yes, we are drenched in what some may call the 'pre-Rapture' showdown. If 
this were a blockbuster movie, we'd perhaps assemble these pre-Rapture events into 
one heck of a gloriously breathtaking 'movie trailer.' 
 
Indeed, right before our very eyes, Bible Prophecy plunges ahead full throttle – much 
like a runaway freight train at breakneck speed. And this of course involves the 
associated “birth pangs” coming closer and closer together, in keeping with Scripture's 
foretelling – several of which stand out among the rest. 
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First of all, Israel, referred to in Scripture as “the Fig Tree,” is back in their land and 
prospering. Though scattered to the nations in 70 A.D., Israel never ceased to exist as a 
people – as opposed to all other ancient groups. Ezekiel 36 foretold God bringing Israel 
back from all lands in His 'vision of the dry bones,' which miraculously took place within 
the prophesied 24-hour period on May 14, 1948. 
 
The Bible adds that all end time events will occur during the generation of this re-
gathering of the Fig Tree – and Psalms 90:10 refer to a generation as 70 to 80 years. 
Let that settle in.  Israel is 74 years old as a nation. 
 
Also, bear in mind that this re-gathering was the sign, amongst all other signs, that 
Jesus stressed as the most important one to watch for when He answered the disciples' 
question on what to look for prior to the end times. 
 

 
 
Secondly, Russia has returned to the Middle East to go against Israel. Russia pretends 
to be helping Iran and Syria, but the truth is simply that they want Israel's abundant oil 
and gas reserves of the Levant. In fact, Russia has established a large military base at 
Tarsus in Turkey, close to Israel's huge recent natural gas find called 'Leviathan' – a gas 
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find that represents one of the largest in the world.  Geologists estimated its reserves 
will last 200 years. 
 
Russia had been supplying about 40 percent of Europe's gas supply, but with this new 
Leviathan gas discovery, Israel presently is working on an East Mediterranean Pipeline 
Project – the largest and deepest pipeline in the world. And this pipeline, which comes 
out of Haifa, could well supply all of the European needs. Hence, Russia's 'sudden' 
interests in this gas find.  It was the cause of the decade long struggle to build 
competing pipelines between Russia and the West. 
 
Also of extreme significance, Israel's gas discovery looks to be the “hook in the jaw” 
referred to in the Bible that will draw Russia into the upcoming War of Gog and Magog – 
during which Ezekiel 38 tells us that five-sixths of the nations that go against Israel will 
be annihilated. These nations that war against Israel involve Russia, Iran, and several 
other countries. The other one-sixth of these nations left over from the mass destruction 
will then return to Russia, where God will bring down fire upon them. 
 
Thirdly, in getting back to the bullet points that indicate the rapid unfolding of Bible 
Prophecy, Iran is extremely upset about United States sanctions. Iran, we remember, 
had the stiffest sanctions ever imposed upon them by the U.S. enacted in November, 
2018 due to Iran's supplying of weapons to the terrorist group Hezbollah in the Golan 
Heights. 
 
Most recently, we've seen yet another round of U.S. sanctions inflicted upon Iran's 
energy, shipping/shipbuilding, and economy – the latter of which involves the Central 
Bank of Iran and the National Development Fund of Iran. This bank represents Iran's 
last remaining source of funds.  President Obama rewarded Iran by releasing those 
funds. 
 
Not surprisingly, Iran has said that it will not stand for these sanctions – and has even at 
times brazenly called for the destruction of Israel. This would indicate another huge step 
in prophecy toward the imminent Rapture, which will usher in the wrathful times of the 
Tribulation on Earth. 
 
And as a sidebar, let's not forget the fact that Turkey, where the early Church actually 
began, has turned against Israel just within the last several years. To be sure, in 
January of 2015, Turkey declared war on Israel, thus putting the final piece of the 
puzzle into place in terms of surrounding enemy countries prophesied to turn against 
Israel – another major 'birth pang.' We also see that Turkey has gone from a democracy 
to a dictatorship type of government.  Putin has held tight Turkey’s leash like a pit bull. 
 
As well, China further moves Bible prophecy along, as this country recently joined 
forces with Russia. Keeping in mind that over the past decade China has regressed to 
where it is once again much more autocratic and communistic in nature, adhering very 
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strictly to Marxism-Leninism, this is undeniably yet another considerable development – 
especially when one notes that China has the world's second largest economy. 
 
And a whole other massive platform also opens up when considering the one-world 
government now being promoted full force on the world stage. This concept is 
accompanied by global support for a one-world religion as well, substantially aided and 
abetted by even Pope Francis, as leader of the Catholic Church – and by Rick Warren, 
as leader of the Evangelical Christian Church. 
 
Along with these two globally-championed schemes, we also see international backing 
for a one-world economy. In fact, a one-world currency called the SDR (Special Drawing 
Rights) was being pushed vehemently. Thus, we see that the entire three legs of 
politics, religion, and economics are finally coming together as prophesied in Scripture. 
 
Our Lord's Word also foretold other events to watch for, including the rampant increase 
in information, which is now quite obvious as evidenced by our smart phone addiction; 
the increase in social unrest and lawlessness, as we see every night on our favorite 
news channel; and the systemic removal of God from every social platform, as noted in 
the fact that 87 percent of kids who go to college end up disavowing their religion as a 
result of the anti-God agenda promoted in most of these institutions. 
 
But there's more. And this is where our interest is piqued even further. Now, we know 
that Revelation translates to 'the revealing,' as it relates to Jesus Christ. And so in light 
of the times, this brings a compelling question to mind: Are we presently seeing a 
multitude of 'pre-Revelation,' or 'pre-revealing,' events occurring now in real-time?  It is 
blatantly in “your face” as geophysical analysts evaluate the events.  It is known as 
“Sustainable Development.” 
 
The globalists have been warning about it for decades and now it has finally arrived. 
The Planetary Depopulation Operation is staring us all in the face. If humanity doesn’t 
soon awaken from the hypnosis shaping the population into guinea pigs then the 
Eugenicists win. The operation has been slow. It has been subtle. And it has hidden 
itself in the background. All the while warning humanity of its diabolical agenda all 
along.  I have been following their plan since the Rio Summit in 1992. 
 
In Luke 8:17, Jesus said: “For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; 
neither any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.”  These are not 
recent developments that definitely point to a revealing of many facets of evil in this 
world – evil that up until now has been covered up for many decades, if not much 
longer.  Since about 2005, almost weekly and now almost daily, these evil lies and 
scandals have been unveiled to the public at large.  Scriptures acknowledge this turning 
of events would occur!  A Gallup poll show that 75% of the American people believe the 
2020 election was stolen. The Biden regime is now calling on the Social Media carriers 
to “fact-check” text messages in an effort to stop ‘misinformation’ about the Covid-19 
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vaccine.  The FBI has asked families to snitch on their family members.  This is 
classical Nazism of the 1930s and 1940s.  We are but a shell of the Republic today.  
 
That list of pervasive iniquity includes the recent uncovering of: the scandal in the 
Catholic Church as relates to sexual sins by those in the clergy, the scandal in 
Hollywood that encompasses the 'Me-Too' movement, the cheating that has gone on in 
the college admissions area, the corruption in so many governmental departments of 
nonelected officials in the 'Deep State' where they tried to subvert the will of the people 
and instead ran things themselves autocratically, the collusion of much of the news 
media that results in a spewing of propaganda, the selling by pharma companies of 
drugs illegally to profit on folks' addictions and spread the current heroin epidemic, the 
corruption in big tech companies that will do anything to profit from folks and anything to 
sway their political opinions including spying on United States citizens, the child sex 
trafficking rings that we now see regularly...the list goes on and on. 
 
Suddenly, so much of the evil in this Country and in the whole world is being revealed 
as it has never been before. Even, or shall we say especially, the rich and famous are 
being exposed in untold numbers – whereas they used to be given an easy pass on 
their debauchery. Surely we've all noticed this sudden and transparent disclosure of so 
many areas of pure filth that used to be accepted as status quo. 
 
This is 'pre-revealing,' plain and simple? Might it be the start of ‘truth is revealed,' a 
precursor to the Rapture and subsequent Tribulation period? It sure seems to be 
something not to be ignored.  Are you ready for Financial Lockdown?  Most Americans 
are still going about life, business, investing, and retirement planning as if nothing 
unusual has happened to our financial system. 
 
And few seem to realize the repercussions of $11 TRILLION being pumped into the 
U.S. financial system in the past 18 months.  So consider this your final wake-up call. 
 
Billionaires including Warren Buffett, Stanley Druckenmiller, Paul Tudor-Jones, Bill 
Ackman, and more have stated publicly that Americans aren't paying enough attention 
to this development.  And a former Goldman Sachs trader says what's coming next is a 
phase he calls: "Financial Lockdown." 
 
He says, sooner than most people think, millions of Americans will be pushed down and 
out of the middle class... out of private retirement and private health care... and out of a 
decent life based on independence and privacy. To most folks, how and why this will 
happen is a complete mystery.  And that's why he has gone public with the most 
important and useful analysis on this situation in the financial world today.  
 
Now the Bible does make clear that all prophecy that has yet to take place prior to the 
Rapture has already taken place. We even see the prophetic reference to what will 
happen to the Church in the latter days already happening right before our very eyes – 
that being the 'falling away' from the faith, which is an indication that spiritual warfare is 
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drawing people away from sound doctrine toward a doctrine of demons and toward 
things that people want to hear. They call it progressivism but this false doctrine only 
spreads vile lies of Satan.  The country is under a communist takeover and has ceased 
to be a nation of “the rule of law.”  Remember, the Supreme Court was exposed to have 
been bought by the Vatican’s Roman Catholics on the Court bench!  It caved by 
refusing to hear the cases of a stolen election.  It revealed the court was hijacked by the 
globalists. 
 
Further, we know from Scripture that immediately prior to the Rapture, there will be a 
time of 'normalcy' concerning life, like it was during the 'days of Noah' – such as folks 
going about getting married and doing business as usual. We also see this happening 
currently – another probable ushering in of the Rapture, as the Rapture cannot happen 
during the wrath of the Tribulation, when things are far from 'normal.'  The Covid-19 
scamdemic was an event planned in 2010 at the Rockefeller Foundation, as a pretext to 
bring about the Antichrist’s New World Order.  It was called “Operation Lockstep.”  The 
CDC reported the lowest death numbers for today, July 12, 2021 as just 27, for the 
entire U.S.A.  The lowest since they began reporting data last year!  
 
Hence, this pre-revealing of this evil premise would fit in quite nicely with the imminent, 
'any-day-now,' nature of the Rapture. And although we are told that no one knows the 
day or the hour of the Rapture, the Bible also tells us that we are to watch for the signs, 
to not be caught unaware. 
 

 
 
Well, these prophesied signs are certainly upon us this day, and resoundingly so, as we 
see exceedingly perilous times descend with a boldness not seen before. Unadulterated 
and unprecedented evil is now front and center in a way that cannot be denied. 
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And thus many of us yearn for the blessed Rapture by Our Lord and Savior. We are well 
versed in the fact that this glorious event will bring about hundreds of millions of 
believers in Jesus Christ being taken up to Heaven suddenly – after which anarchy and 
marshal law will break out very quickly for those unbelievers who remain to witness 
God's Tribulation period of 'Wrath on Earth.' 
 
For now, though, we bide our time patiently. As we eagerly anticipate everlasting 
fellowship with Our Lord in Heaven, we continue on obediently in His Word, 
endeavoring to gain in wisdom, as instructed. 
 
We also persist in following God and doing His will for us, with perseverance – most 
importantly we focus upon winning souls for His Kingdom by spreading His Powerful 
Gospel, as Jesus instructed when He departed on the Mount of Olives. We also make 
sure to participate in fellowship with believers even more so now, as the Bible teaches 
us – and also to continue to be in communion and to abide in prayer. 
 
Yet, amidst all of it, we continue to revel in feelings of thrilling anticipation and joy...even 
with the very breath of evil pouring down upon our necks in this fallen world. Indeed, we 
who yearn to see Our Lord face to face hungrily await 'The Last Trump,' where the Bible 
tells us that "...the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a shout, with the 
voice of an archangel, and with the trumpet of God...." -(1st Thessalonians 4:16). 
 
This will be Our Lord's last call to mankind...His Blessed and Almighty Last Summons – 
at which time Our Amazing God will say "Come Up Here" to we Believers in Christ. It 
will embody the most wonderful conclusion to God's First Trumpet Call on Mt. Sinai 
when the Law was given – both trumpet calls of course accompanied by the audible 
voice of Almighty God.  I hope that you can grasp the importance of the Israelite Exodus 
as God’s way of using the Exodus event as God’s method of illustration through 
Allegory of what the big picture is telling us so vividly in forcing the world to comply in 
lockstep by taking a poison in the form of a way to return to what once was called 
normal.  The deception is simply a trap that will take your life!   
 
And so we see that things on Earth are not actually falling apart. Oh no, not at all! 
Rather, we recognize that they are merely falling together – and so very quickly at that. 
Therefore, do not tarry or get caught up in the things of this world. Remember to touch 
them ever so lightly, keeping your center trustingly focused upon Our Lord. Become 
absolutely obsessed with Him! 
 
Do this for the very fact that according to God's Eternal Timepiece, Israel, we are now 
fast approaching the final scene on this Earthly adventure...yes, the final countdown in 
all of its Glory. As our eyes hesitantly steal a glance at the exact time noted on this 
Timepiece of Truth and Prophecy, our gaze immediately locks onto its clear and 
pulsating message, where we are startled to read the portentous warning ‘Ten minutes 
to midnight’. 
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A COVENANT WITH DEATH 
"Because ye have said, We have made a covenant with death, and with hell are 
we at agreement; when the overflowing scourge shall pass through, it shall not 
come unto us: for we have made lies our refuge, and under falsehood have we 
hid ourselves" –(Isaiah 28:15) 
 
They were mocking Isaiah’s message as if it were baby talk, repeating syllables, like 
reciting ABC’s. They contended that Isaiah was treating them as if they were little boys. 
Isaiah responds by saying that if they do not learn the lesson in the simplicity of his 
message in their own language, God will use people of another language to teach them. 
The Assyrians, with their Akkadian language, are in view as Isaiah warned the Jews. 
God’s message through Isaiah was intended to bring rest, including security and 
rejuvenation to his people, but they refused to listen.  There are many parallels that 
America has repeated the apostasy of the Jews. 
 
I believe that every Christian has a personal choice to make in prayerfully considering 
the taking of the Covid-19 “gene” therapy, as it is not a vaccine. The key here is it that it 
is a personal choice that one should make.  You are a slave once you are mandated to 
take any medicine, or like the Supreme Court said the Obama Health Care Reform Act 
was legal and that you had to have health insurance.  Tyranny, in the Greco-Roman 
world, an autocratic form of rule in which one individual exercised power without 
any legal restraint. In antiquity the word tyrant signified the holder of absolute political 
power. In modern times the word is usually pejorative and connotes the illegitimate 
possession or use of such power.  
 
Yet thousands of religious institutions have taken it upon themselves to make their 
locations, buildings and premises, vassals of government. Many pastors have been 
strongly coerced and forced by local politicians to comply in opening up access to their 
premises for mobile vaccinations units to operate. There are even reports of local 
councils asking for all the pastors of different churches in the community to take the 
vaccine and then take a group picture together which could then be put all over local 
media. They are all nothing more than Judas goats leading the sheep to slaughter by 
the Jesuit poisoned needle! 
 
How did so many churches make their "made a covenant with death" in setting a 
precedent that government can always come into their very sanctuary and enforce their 
own objectives? What message has been sent out by many pastors and church leaders 
happy to accept financial incentives for making covenants with local government 
vaccination policies?  Judas was paid 30 pieces of silver for betraying His Lord!  “And 
said unto them, what will ye give me, and I will deliver him unto you? And they 
covenanted with him for thirty pieces of silver.”  -(Matthew 26:15). 
 
The Apostle Paul said it best, "Put on the whole armor of God, that ye may be able 
to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, 
but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of 
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this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places. Wherefore take unto you 
the whole armor of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil day, and 
having done all, to stand."   -(Ephesians 6:11-13).   
 
An international team of lawyers and medical experts are seeking to charge the CDC, 
the WHO, and the DAVOS group with crimes against humanity after providing evidence 
that the pressure to enforce covid-19 vaccination is violating human rights and that the 
vaccines themselves have been launched into a live environment as a massive 
experiment. 
 
This is in light of the fact that since the launch of the Covid-19 vaccines many have tried 
to disassociate the Nuremberg Code from having any relevance to the Covid-19 global 
pandemic.  The Nuremberg Code was signed by the nations of the world to protect 
against what we are seeing in the tyrannical efforts to jab a needle into every shoulder! 
 
The public pressure for people to get the Covid-19 injections is in full swing  as those 
who wanted these shots and have already taken them voluntarily are quickly dwindling 
down. The first court case challenging employers who are mandating these shots as a 
condition for employment in Texas went the way of big Pharmaceutical and 
government, as the judge ruled that people still have a choice - they can choose to 
refuse the shots and look for employment elsewhere.  
  
The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has recently admitted that 
over 9000 people in the United States have died following these covid-19 injections 
since they were unleashed on the public last December. Those are more deaths 
recorded following the covid-19 shots in the past 7 months than deaths recorded in the 
CDC VAERS system for the past 31 years following vaccination, when the VAERS 
system was implemented in 1990, shortly after the U.S. government gave legal 
immunity for pharmaceutical companies producing vaccines which led to injuries and 
deaths. 
 
And yet, when these people die after receiving a covid-19 injection, the corporate media 
will very seldom report their "vaccination status" when mentioning their deaths or in their 
obituaries. They will blame anything they can drum up as an excuse, even if the victims 
were young and previously healthy with very little chance of dying from these other 
causes they list. Just like the recent case reported across all media outlets just over 5 
days ago.  
 

Confident Hope 
Let us hold on to the confession of our hope without wavering, for He who promised is 
faithful.-(Hebrews 10:23). Hope in the Christian's life is not wishful thinking. It is 
confident expectation. Those without Christ may wish things were different and wish 
they knew someone who could change their situations. The Christian is personally 
related to the Lord of the universe, who is sovereign not only over all creation but also 

http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Hebrews%2010:23
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over every circumstance we experience. We can live with confidence because our hope 
is in One who is faithful. 
 
When God speaks, He stands by His word to see that it comes to pass -(Isaiah. 55:11). 
When God speaks a word to you, trust Him completely, for God never deceives His 
children. If God has indicated to you that He is going to do something, you can be 
absolutely confident that He will do it. 
 
Do you wonder why unrighteous people seem to prosper while righteous people suffer? 
Jesus promised that each would eventually receive a just reward -(Luke 16:19–31). Do 
you wonder if all the effort you have put into training your children in God's ways will 
bear fruit when they become adults? God promised it would -(Proverbs 22:6). Do you 
wonder if the things you renounced when you became a Christian will be replaced by 
God's blessings? Jesus assured us we would receive a hundred times as much -(Mark 
10:29–30). Do you doubt that Jesus will return and join us with those who have already 
died? Scripture indicates this certainty -(1st Thessalonians 4:13–18). 
 
Our hope is not mere speculation in what God might do. God has given His word on 
many areas of life regarding things He will do. We can have confident hope in 
everything that He has promised.  Ignore the globalist attempt to fear-monger you into 
believing your life is at risk to the so-called variants, which are nothing more than using 
their same play book of tricks!  It’s all to keep you in line and compliant to bogus science 
that can be disproved if you care to read what I have in my library.  
 
As of this writing, we are now under 60 days until the Feast of Trumpets, Rosh 
Hashanah.  Regarding the coming days, hope for the best and be prepared and expect 
the worst! Do not look for Donald J. Trump to be the reinstalled as President.  It will 
never happen despite the election audits that could drag on for a year or more.  To 
repeat my closing paragraph of Blessed Hope #62, for most of the past forty years, I 
have found myself focused on the Feast of Trumpets or Rosh Hashanah, commonly 
referred to as the “unknown day”, a subtle reference to the appearance of the new 
moon of Tishrei that occurs in September/October, on different dates.  It has not been 
previously fulfilled by Jesus Christ. Jesus fulfilled the spring and summer feasts 
perfectly to the day and hour of their occurrence according to Leviticus 23.  With the 
precision Jesus Christ fulfilled the spring and summer feasts, the logic follows that He 
will fulfill the fall feasts as well with similar precision. 
 
I noted earlier the fact that there are twelve “idioms” or “idiomatic expressions” which 
from my perspective provide evidential proof for a Rapture on Rosh Hashanah, 
September 6-8th, 2021 as a more promising date because of all the Biblical themes 
associated with the Rapture. Suffice it to say, we continue to be watching as the Lord 
commanded us to do!  This is not the time to become apathetic or lethargic indifference. 
All the signs are visible and in plain sight.  The fog has lifted to reveal the shortness of 
time before God breaks into the physical world and intervenes in a profound manner like 
what He did at the Red Sea.  

http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Isa+55%3A11
http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Lk+16%3A19-31
http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Pr+22%3A6
http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Mk+10%3A29-30
http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Mk+10%3A29-30
http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=1Th+4%3A13-18
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Addendum:  This last minute addition link below provides an incredible video by C.J. 
Lovik.  It is titled The 2520 End Times Prophecy (The Key to Daniel’s 70th Week 
Revealed).  Do watch and see how close the Rapture might be! 
 
Link:  http://endtimescountdown.com/2020/11/the-2520-end-times-prophecy-the-key-to-
daniels-  
 
 
 
Blessings, Keep looking up! 
 
 
Pastor Bob Reid, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
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